
GONAREZHOU SAFARI AREAS IN SOUTH EASTERN ZIMBABWE
The Gonarezhou Safari areas are hunting areas that are open/un fenced areas adjoined to the Gonarezhou National or 
the Kruger National Park or the Mozambique National Park, these are massive areas made up of different concessions 
that form part of the collective Gonarezhou Hunting concessions, the ones that TAS offers are as follows from North to 
South.

·          The Sengwe 1 and 2 TTL (Tribal Trust Land) hunting areas are open and adjoined to the Gonarezhou National 
 Park, the Kruger National Park and also Mozambique, Crooks Corner on the Zim side is in our concession and a 
 real hot spot for dagga boys. Sengwe is well known for top trophy quality elephant and buffalo.  There are 
 people living in and around the Sengwe areas in a low population density scenario.  Hippo and croc are available 
 and on quota in Sengwe.

EXPLAINING THE GONAREZHOU HUNTING CONCESSION BOUNDRIES OFFERED BY 
TAKE AIM SAFARIS

From North to South Gonarezhou Nation Park, to be read in conjunction with the map of the Gonarezhou on the TAS 
website.



DUMISA CAMP / SENGWE 2

Also located on the Nuanetsi River to the South of Malipati another top concession in the southern Lowveld of 
Zimbabwe.

SENGWE 1 AND 2:

Sengwe 2 starts at the Sango border post (Zimbabwe/Mozambique) where the Sengwe 2 corridor begins that connects 
the Gonarezhou National Park and the Kruger National Park forming the Transfrontier National Park, this is a vital 
channel for elephant and buffalo migration between the national parks, this corridor is within the hunting area, Sengwe 
2 continues right down to the Limpopo River that is the International boundary between Zimbabwe and South Africa, 
this is our open and unfenced boundary with the Kruger National Park that starts at the Mozambique/RSA/Zim border 
and extends back into our Sengwe 1 boundary starting point at the Bubye River that flows into the Limpopo River. 
Sengwe 1 and 2 merge halfway between the Bubye River and Crooks corner boundary along the Limpopo River.

KWALA-KWALA / SENGWE 1

Located in the Southernmost tip of Zimbabwe on the Limpopo River that is the border between Kruger Park and 
Zimbabwe this magnificent location allows free roaming for animals between Kruger and the hunting concession, a 
truly beautiful place to hunt and can be described as a part of the Kruger Park.


